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Abstract
This document provides additional material that is supplemental to our main submission. In particular, we provide
the experimental details for the feasibility evaluation on the
synthetic Hyang4-SDD scene, shown in Section 3.4 of the
main submission.

1. Hyang4 scene synthetic dataset
The Hyang4 scene synthetic dataset (Hyang4 dataset)
is proposed by the authors of Goal-GAN [1] to specifically evaluate the multi-modality and feasibility of their
trajectory predictions. Two essential steps are followed to
achieve this end: First, the authors manually segment the
road boundaries, where the walking lanes and stairs are precisely denoted as accessible areas; second, they synthesize
a set of new trajectories automatically using the social force
model [2], such that they all reside within the feasible road
areas, i.e. white region in Figure 1. In total, there are 1300
simulated trajectories and we follow the data split proposed
by the authors [1], namely 800 trajectories for training, 200
for validation and 300 for testing.
To evaluate the feasibility, two extra metrics are suggested: mode-coverage (MC) that measures the portion of
goal predictions that have distance to ground-truth goals up
to 2 meters in world coordinates; the feasibility metric, F,
that denotes the ratio of trajectories lying inside the feasible
area. The transformation matrix between pixel and world
coordinates for this scene is provided by [3]. Formally, the
MC evaluation metric is defined according to
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Figure 1: Hyang4 scene image and its road segmenation provided by [1].
The white region is accessible to pedestrians; the dark region is prohibited.

world coordinate transformation matrix, C(·) is the modecoverage calculating function and MC is the final score considering all N testing data. The feasibility score, F, is computed via
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where Sboundary is the road contour and H(·) is the function
that decides if predicted trajectories traverse boundaries.
Results of our proposed approach to trajectory prediction
on this evaluation are in Sec. 3.4 of the main submission.
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